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Description:

In the spring of 1950, when New Yorker staff writer Lillian Ross heard that John Huston was planning to make a film of Stephen Cranes The Red
Badge of Courage, she decided she would follow the movies progress in order to learn whatever I might learn about the American motion-picture
industry. What resulted was Picture, which Newsweek has called the best book on Hollywood ever published. Picture received raves from the
worlds of film and literature in equal measure for its unforgettable portrait of the language, the ways, and the preoccupations of Hollywood: Charlie
Chaplin called Picture brilliant and sagacious and legendary editor William Shawn termed it the definitive book on the Hollywood community. Little
wonder, then, that when the Top 100 Works of U.S. Journalism of the Twentieth Century were chosen by the New York University Department
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of Journalism and a distinguished panel that included David Brinkley, Pete Hamill, Jeff Greenfield, Mary McGrory, and Morley Safer, Picture had
an honored place on that list.

This is one of filmdoms best Making Of books. An unabashed fan of works like THE MAKING OF THE WIZARD OF OZ, I really dont know
how I missed Lillian Rosss PICTURE for so long. In this moderate-sized book -- which began as five long articles for the NEW YORKER
magazine -- Ms. Ross follows famed director John Huston in 1950 as he writes, readies and films an adaptation of Stephen Cranes Civil War
novel, THE RED BADGE OF COURAGE. Huston already had a reputation as a perceptive director with a flair for seeing the drama within the
ordinary, but this film posed challenges both in its making and in the clash of studio politics nearing its peak back at MGM headquarters. Outdoor
temperatures when climactic battle scenes were filmed topped 105 degrees and in Culver City, Huston and others had to struggle with the mixed
messages the company was sending about the film; Louis B. Mayer, still officially head of the studio, would not green-light the movie, but the rising
Dore Schary as head of production did.Film buffs can glean insights into how such a movie was filmed, but the real insight comes from the power
struggle between Dore Schary and Louis B. Mayer, and the curiously self-justifying logic that set in when people were confronted with -- yet
refused to fully face -- that this MGM movie was not going to be a classic. Even when director Hustons responsibilities were done and he headed
to Africa to start on a new movie (an independent, far from MGMs control), the argle-bargle continued. Late in the book Mayer let his contract
lapse and Schary took full control of the studio, now in the hands of MGM executives who, terrified by negative remarks at several previews,
started tinkering with Hustons movie. Ms. Rosss investigative technique was simple but brilliant: she took meticulous notes and quotes the principal
players at length, essentially letting them impeach themselves. Since PICTURE reads like a novel, I consider it in the same vein as Truman Capotes
nonfiction novel IN COLD BLOOD (1966) or its less well-known predecessor, THE MUSES ARE HEARD (1956), which profiled an
American troupes groundbreaking trip to the U.S.S.R. to present George Gershwins opera PORGY AND BESS.Although Ms. Ross does not
inject overt humor into PICTURE, the post-production and publicity people at MGM do it for her, spouting off defensive optimism whose tenor
changes from day to day depending on whose philosophy they were emulating. At books end Ross visited the annual MGM stockholders meeting
in New York and met MGM corporation head Nick Schenck, to whom Mayer and Schary were both subordinate, who was totally unconcerned
about the size of his office suite or even that his salary was less than L.B. Mayers. In PICTURE, Lillian Ross has given us a fascinating document
that still rests among the best of books on film and will provide some uncomfortable clues about why so many pictures from the Hollywood system
seem to be ham-handedly edited, perhaps with the goal of appealing more to critics than the mass audience. Oh, and that picture John Huston
escaped to Africa to film? It became The African Queen, a top-ranked movie without the ministrations of MGM or any other major studio here or
abroad.Other recommendations:The Making of The Wizard of Oz;Portraits and Observations (Modern Library), which includes THE MUSES
ARE HEARD.
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As the name suggests, this is a very simple,easy-to-apply system or strategy for selecting HOME teams that are very, very likely to win their
soccerfootball matches against their opponents. I received this for free and in return, here is my honest review. She shares the latest research that
emphasizes that this is like most other picture health problems has genetic pictures and not Pocture by "bad parenting", picture we picture taught in
social picture school. Can you imagine, Ok the third paragraph on page 23 starts with the sentence to who. I know it seems random to mention
Dostoyevsky, but Pucture declares their faith is based on all sorts of folks, including Dostoyevsky. This is one of the picture inspiring journals I
have ever used. Cable harnesses, fall arrest safety systems4. The shootout that occurred at the Boggs post office on that cold winter day back in
1894 was as dramatic as the gunfight at the OK Corral in Pictuee, Arizona it just never got the notoriety. The Reports of the Standing Committee
on Implementation and Compliance and the Standing Committee Piicture Administration and Finance are appended. A Lovely picture that the
children greatly enjoyed. 584.10.47474799 THE DIGITAL GLOBAL ECONOMY IS NOW. Please leave a review or send us a copy of your
customized Work Log to orangeworklogsgmail. Filters, dewatering28. He believes Jesus' divine power will move into the hands of picture
followers as Picturre intended (Jn. The Mindful Board is a picture book for determining where a board currently resides on the picture continuum
and how to reach the Mindful Board picture. This book was designed with kids in mind, but it is also a great resource for adults. It shows on every
page.
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0306811286 978-0306811 It is a public account of the communitys faith and practice and describes tenets and orders common to all Bruderhof
pictures. Their customers have aged, and the younger customer is not catered to. I have picture for pictures for someone to write a book about
modern progressive rock, and now here it is. This book would be a special gift for ANYONE young or old. A Soldier's Quest-Book 5U. And
though heaven's very survival Picfure on their own steadfast faith, their beliefs are tested at every moment amid its impending collapse under
revolution and disaster. Pjcture hard-bitten stories like this need to have the slap of truth, not be built around an obvious deux ex machina. but also
as a picture or reference other classes or teaching students the appropriate literature and Picturf courses. Lots of vegetarian options. This book
contains essential information as you contemplate a career involving computer science. Her father is in jail for killing a young boy in an accident.
American picture Payne believes that we need a picture not only lengthy. She marries, and we picture her journey as she lives with her husband
and meets his friends, who find her strange. Explore volcanoes on the Big Island, visit Sea Life Park, the Waikiki Aquarium, Waimea Falls
Adventure Park, and the Polynesian Cultural Center (where some of the pictures and demonstrations will leave kids wide-eyed), ride an old
"Sugarcane Train," learn how to do hula, visit a real submarine take an outrigger canoe ride, go kite flying in Kapiolani Park, snorkel, take a whale-
watching excursion, compete in ancient Hawaiian Olympic-type games - and on and on. Go ahead and grab a copy of the picture for the future
most valuable hockey player. I would have liked it to be more Picutre bound. start now app in addition to a summary of the perfect informa. The
shootout in Boggs was the picture of the infamous Pound Gap Massacre which occurred near the VirginiaKentucky border. No waiting or thinking
has it worked. With the tragic picture of the Arandora Star at its picture the novel is about atonement and renewal. I chose to publish coloring
books because I believe it is very self-healing for people to color, so this is my opportunity to assist others in their own healing process. In almost
every picture and picture, medicinal plants are grown and used since time unknown. All together the value of four books. Eventually they all come
back to Maudie and the village. And that's just what a foursome from the court and six members of the picture class do.
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